
New Collection 2022
ANTISTATIC

ANTISTATIC DUNGAREES / Art. 2137LH

ANTISTATIC JACKET / Art. 2137JA

ANTISTATIC TROUSERS / Art. 2137BH



ANTISTATIC CLOTHINGANTISTATIC CLOTHING

ANTISTATIC JACKET
 x Standards pictogram patch emblem
 x Stand-up collar with press stud
 x 2 breast pockets and 2 side pockets with flap and concealed 

Velcro fastener
 x Side pockets with additional push pockets
 x 2 inside pockets with side zip
 x Ergonomically shaped sleeves with elbow reinforcement
 x Knitted insert on the side of the torso and on the sleeve hem
 x Segmented reflective triangles on flaps on the outside and on the 

back

Art. No. Colour                        Sizes                                                      

2137JA grey/black         42/44 - 66/68, 88/90 - 118/122

ANTISTATIC TROUSERS
 x Standards pictogram patch emblem
 x Side knit wedges
 x 2 slash pockets with additional zip pockets
 x Knee pocket with Velcro closure and additional knee 

reinforcement
 x Knitted insert at the back of the waistband and in the calf area
 x 2 back patch pockets each with flaps and press studs
 x Left leg pocket with flap and double Velcro fastener
 x Ruler pocket on the right with hammer loop
 x Segmented reflective triangles

Art. No. Colour Sizes    

2137BH grey/black 44 - 68  

ANTISTATIC DUNGAREES
 x Standards pictogram patch emblem
 x Stretch straps with buckle fasteners
 x Bib pocket and flap with Velcro and zip fastener
 x Lateral knitted wedges
 x 2 slash pockets with additional zipped pockets
 x Knee pocket with Velcro closure and additional knee 

reinforcement
 x Knitted insert at the back of the waistband and in the calf area
 x 2 back patch pockets each with flaps and press studs
 x Left leg pocket with flap and double Velcro fastener
 x Ruler pocket bottom right with loose bottom and hammer loop
 x Segmented reflective triangles

Art. No. Colour                       Sizes                                                      

2137LH grey/black        42/44 - 66/68, 88/90 - 118/122 

Other sizes on request.
Jacket and trousers also available in ladies‘ sizes.

Norm: PPE category II
Material:  65% cotton, 34% polyester, 
	 1%	other	fibres	(antistatic)	240g/m2

    Electrostatic	properties

EN 1149-5

EN 13688 Protective clothing - General requirements
EN 1149-5 Electrostatic properties


